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CHE 3804 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

SECTIONS

REACTOR KINETICS

REACTOR KINETICS

Reactor kinetics is the study of how neutron power changes with time. It is usually
associated with short term changes initiated by natural perturbations or imposed transients.
Control systems have to be designed to maintain the desired neutron power folicwing both
types of short term changes.

In the longer term there are changes due to the build-up ofneutron absorbers and the burn-up
of neutron producers in the core of the reactor. Since these changes are slow they do not
affect the control system as such but the overall reactor configuration has to be adjusted to
maintain the desired balanced condition for a steady neutron chain reaction. The control
system then maintains equilibrium about this balanced condition.

Both short term and long term effects are considered in this section with the initial emphasis
on the short term effects commonly falling within the scope ofreactor kinetics.

NEUTRON LIFETIME

An important consideration in reactor kinetics is the "extremely high velocity of neutrons
(2200 mls when thermalised at 20°C). With the high probability ofneutron scattering during
moderation from high energies and ofneutron capture to cause fission at thermal energies
and the extremely close spacing of fissile nuclei in the fuel neutrons do not travel very far
in the reactor. The overall neutron lifetime during thermalisation and diffusion from
production due to fission until absorption to produce fission is thus extremely short. The
average neutron lifetime in a CANDU reactor is about 1 millisecond The complete neutron
cycle frOID one generation to the next takes only this amount of time. It is evident therefore
that any small deviation from the equilibrium situation, where the number ofneutrons in one
generation is equal to that ofthe previous generation, will very rapidly grow in magnitude.

Ifall neutrons had a lifetime ofabout 1 millisecond it would be almost impossible to design
a control system that would be able to sense changes and effect control before the neutron
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population grew or shrank out ofthe control range. Fortuitously some neutrons are produced
a short time after the actual fission process. These are known as delayed neutrons. The
kinetic behaviour of a reactor is critically dependent upon the existence of these delayed
neutrons as they have the effect of increasing the average lifetime of the neutrons arising
from fission. This increase in average lifetime to about I second due to less t-han I% of the
neutrons having much longer effective lifetimes enables control systems to maintain stable
operation provided that certain limits are not exceeded.

REACTOR POWER

Reactor power P is given by the following focmuia where <I> is the neutron flux, ~f the
macroscopic fission cross section, V the volume ofthe reactor and Er the energy released per
fission in joules.

Note that the neutron flux <I> and the macroscopic fission cross section ~f are given by:

<I>=nv

~f =N Of

Here n is neutron density, v the neutron velocity, N the nuclei density (of fissile material) and
Of the microscopic cross section.

For a given reactor configuration it is evident that the reactor power P is proportional to the
neutron flux <I> and to the neutron density n since the other factors in the equations are
constant in the short term. Any variation in neutron density will therefore be reflected as a
variation in reactor power. Although the reactor kinetics equations are related to variations
in neutron density they are often represented directly as variations in reactor power and the
two terms are used synonymously.

In the control room ofa nuclear reactor there are instruments which indicate the neutron flux
levels in the reactor but ultimately it is the reactor power level which is monitored and
controlled. Hence the equations presented below are written in terms of reactor power.
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BASIC REACTOR KINETICS

The basic reactor kinetics equation (without delayed neutrons) may be derived by using the
definition of the neutron multiplication factor k.

k = neutrons in one generation I neutrons in previous generation
Consider a slight but steady increase in the number ofneutrons in successive generations,
that is, k is greater than unity. If the initial neutron density is n then, after one generaiion,
the neutron density will be equal to kn and the change in neutron density dn wi!! be given
by:

dn=kn-n

If the neutron lifetime is Qthen this change from one generation to the next will take place
in time Qthat is the neutron lifetime Qis equal to the time interval dt and the equation can be
written as:

dn I dt = (k n - n) U

Substitution into this equaticn and conversion to differential form, assuming that k is greater
than wlity and that dk is its deviaticn from unity, gives

dnldt = dk n /Q

This equation can be integrated from time zero to time t and converted to exponential form
as follows:

fa' do/n = fa' (dk/Q) dt

Ln (0.1 110) = (dk I Q) t

0. = 110 e (.loki')'

Here 0. is the neutron density at time t while I,} is the initial neutron density at time zero.
Since reactor power P is proportional to neutron density n this equation may be written as:

P = P e (4klI)t
, 0
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This is the basic reactor kinetics equation assuming that all neutrons have the same lifetime
Q.

REACTOR PERIOD

Reactorperiod 't is defined as the time taken for the reactor power to increase by a factor of
e. lllis is a common way ofspecifying a rate ofpower increase in a nuclear reactor. After
one reactor period the time t will be equal to 't and the reactor power P, after time t will be
equal to the initial reactor power Po multiplied by a factor ofe.

t = 't

If these values are substituted into the basic reactor kinetics equation the following is
obtained:

P e =P e(b.kJt)t
o 0

Thus the reactor period may be obtained directly from the neutron lifetime ~ and the change
in the value ofthe neutron multiplication factor k.

DOUBLING TIME

Reactor doubling time is the time ta.1<:en for the reactor power to rise to twice its initial
condition. This is used during reactor commissioning and also during reactor start-up
particularly following refuelling.

Fuel doubling time is the time taken for a breeder reactc~ to produce twice as much fissile
material as was initially in the reactor. This occurs due to the absorption ofexcess neutrons
in U-238 and its conversion to Pu-239 while the U-235 is consumed to produce power.

It is seen from the above that an important parameter in reactor kinetics is dk where dk is
the change in the neutron density. Generally in an operating reactor k is very nearly unity
(exactly unity at a steady power level) and dk is a small fraction. dk thus represents a
departure from the steady state condition in a positive or negative direction and is commonly
known as positive or negative reactivity. Very conveniently reactivity has been given units
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ofk (British and Canadian terminology) although it is really dimensionless. This allows the
use of mk for small values of reactivity where I mk is equal to 0.001 k. For I mk of
reactivity ak would be 0.001 and k would be 1.001. Many text books use an alternative
terminology where reactivity is expressed in dollars and is related not to the steady state
condition but to the margin between the steady state condition and the prompt critical
condition which will be defined later.

REACTOR KINETICS WITH DELAYED NEUTRONS

Following the fission process some neutrons are emitted somewhat later than those produced
at the time of fission. These are delayed neutrons as opposed to the normal prompt neutrons
which appear immediately. The delayed neutrons arise from some twenty fission products
or delayed neutron precursors which are themselves unstable. In decaying they emit
neutrons to bring them closer to the stability curve. For convenience these precursors are
grouped into six groups each with a characteristi:: half-life. The first group has a haIf-life of
55 seconds while the last group has a halt~life of only 0.2 second. Most of the delayed
neutrons are however from intermediate groups having half-lives between these extremes.
Depending upon the fuel used, the total fraction ofdelayed neutrons and the average half-life
of the delayed neutron pre-eursors will vary. For Uranium-235 the fraction of delayed
neutrons 13 is 0.0065 or approximately 0.7% while their average half-life is about 7 seconds
givi..,g a decay constant Aofabout O. I per second.

This has a profound effect on the kinetics of a reactor since the average life of the delayed
neutrons is about 10 seconds. Although only 0.7% ofthe total fission neutrons are delayed
neutrons their average life is some ten thousand times that of the prompt neutrons. There
will thus be some ten thousand generations of prompt neutrons before the effects of the
delayed neutrons are felt This gives time for the reactor control system to sense changes in
the neutron density and take corrective action. It is of fundamental importance to the safety
ofthe reactor that the neutron chain reaction does not diverge under the influence ofprompt
neutrons only. Such a situation is known as prompt critical and leads rapidly to destruction
ofthe reactor due to an excess power level.

In order to understand the effect ofdelayed neutrons it is convenient to set up a hypothetical
model in which the delayed neutrons are assumed to be produced at the same time as the
prompt neutrons but are then held up in a bank for a period oftime before being released to
join the prompt neutron cycle. Thus if there are n neutrons in one generation there will be
kn in the next generation. Of these kn13 will be delayed neutrons and kn(l - 13) will be
prompt neutrons. The kn13 delayed neutrons will only be added to the cycle after many
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subsequent prompt neutron generations by which time the number ofprompt neutrons will
have changed considerably from the initial kn(l - P).

An equation representing this situation may be derived from the previous equation
representing the variation of neutron density with time (without the effect of delayed
neutrons).

!!n / !!t = (k n - n) U

In differential form this becomes:

dn/dt = (k n I Q) - (n; Q)

If the delayed neutrons are separated to be stored in a precursor bank then the equation for
prompt neutrons becomes:

drJdtprompt = (k n I ~) (l - P) - (n I Q)

The delayed neutrons appear later due to the decay of the precursors in the bank. If c is the
concentration of the precursors with decay constant}.. then:

dn/dt.t.layed = }.. C

Combining these equations for prompt and delayed neutrons gives for the neutron cycle:

dn/dt = (k n I Q) (l - P) + ().. C) - (n I Q)

Considering separately the equation for the precursor bank where delayed neutrons are added
by fission and removed by decay:

dC/dt = (k n PI Q) - ().. C)

These two differential equations for the neutron cycle and the precursor bank may be solved
simultaneously. For small values of!!Ie, that is, for k close to unity the solution is as follows:

n. = Do [{P I (P - !!k)}e{l.L\kI(Jl-~)}t - {!!kl (P - !!k)}e- HP-6k)/f}lj

After a short period oftime the second tcrm goes to zero and can therefore be neglected.
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Furthennore since reactor power is proportional to neutron density the above equation
reduces to:

P, = Po {13 / (P -dk)}e1Uld(P-dk))'

This is known as the prompt jump approximation. If numerical values such as those
given below are inserted into the complete equation an expression in te;ms of time only is
obtained:

dk = 0.001
13 = 0.007
A = 0.1 S·l

Q = 0.001 s

(reactivity change)
(delayed neutron fraction)
(precursor decay constant)
(prompt neutron lifetime)

P, = Po [1.17 eO.0167, - 0.17 e-6·o1

If the variation ofeach tenn is plotted separately and then added together it is evident that
the second tenn decays to zero within one second while the first ternl has a step before
the start of the exponential rise. The second tenn eliminates the step only and provides a
smooth transition into the exponentiai rise. By elinllnating the second tern., the initial
transient is a step instead ofa ranlp and the so called promptjump approximation is
obtained.

Analysis of the prompt jump approximation shows that there is a similarity with the basic
reactor kinetics equation.

P = P e(dkIll', 0

This has no step prior to the exponential rise but if the neutron lifetime Qcan be modified
to include the delayed neutrons an exponential rise ofthe appropriate magnitude can be
obtained. This average neutron lifetime can be obtained by setting the exponents equal to
one another

dk /Qavc = Adk / (13 - dk)
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Thus the average neutron lifttime approximation is obtained:

p = P e (6k11ave)t
t 0

This approximation neglects the initial rapid rise in power following a small positive step
change in reactivity.

REACTOR KINETICS NUMERICAL MODEL

It is instructive to develop a simple numerical model to illustrate reactor kinetics. In
order to obtain numerical simplicity and rapid changes from one generation to the next
excessively large values for the various parameters have been chosen. These are given
below and it is assumed that the reactivity ofthe reactor is increased by ak, that is, the
value cfk is suddenly increased from the steady state value ofunity

ak = 0.05 (that is k = 1.05)
P= 0.1 (instead of0.007)

The number ofneutrons N in the first generation is 1000. Prior to the increase in
reactivity the number ofprompt neutrons kN(l - P) in successive generations is 900 and
the number ofdelayed neutrons kNP in successive generations is 100. After the increase
in reactivity the number ofdelayed neutrons kNP entering the precursor bank is 105 while
the number ofprompt neutrons kN(1 - P) entering the neutron cycle is 945. The number
ofdelayed neutrons entering the neutron cycle from the precursor bank remains at 100 for
many generations until the excess begin to be released after the delay period.

In the next generation the total number ofneutrons is 1045. This produces 110 delayed
neutrons and 988 prompt neutrons to give 1088 neutrons in the following generation and
1128 in the generation thereafter.

It is seen from this that the total number ofneutrons rises rapidly at first but that the rate
ofrise diminishes to produce a curve similar to that predicted by the mathematical
equations.

After a period oftime and many generations the curve will level offat a value close to
that predicted by the prompt jump approximation that is 210 delayed neutrons entering
the precursor bank and 1890 prompt neutrons entering the neutron cycle from an initial
2000 neutrons. Note that the prompt jump factor is 2. By this time some excess delayed
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neutrons will be beginning to leave the precursor bank driving the number ofdelayed
neutrons above the initial 100. As this number grows above 110 the total number of
neutrons will rise above 2000 and the exponential rise in neutron density will commence.

It is evident from the above t.'ult it is the delayed neutrons which hold back the rise in
neutron density. If however the value ofdk is increased so that it is greater than the
value of~ then the number ofprompt neutrons being produced will exceed the total
number ofneutrons in the previous generation and the neutron density will rise regardless
ofthe effect oft."'e precursor bank. This condition is known as prompt criticallllld is a
highly unstable and rapidly diverging condition. In this condition the reactor is critical
with k equal to unity on prompt neutrons only.

NEGATIVE REACTIVITY

Ifthere is a decrease in power due to k being less than unity, that is dk is negative, the
same equations as above still apply. In the prompt jump approximation there will be a
prompt drop so that the power immediately after the drop PI will be given by:

The power after the prompt drop will decrease exponentially with a period "t given by the
same formula as before:

"t = (~ - dk) / (A dk)

The power would then decrease progressively to the desired value with the power at time
t equal to:

(~> dk)

If the reactor has to be shut down quickly in an emergency or accident the value of dk will
.be large due to the sudden insertion ofreactor control devices which absorb neutrons strongly
or the activation of control systems which make the reactor assembly no longer able to
sustain a nuclear chain reaction. In the event ofdk being large and negative such that the
absolute value ofdk is very much greater than that of ~ the period "t becomes:

"t '" + dk / (1 - Adk)
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"t"'-I/A

The power after the prompt drop would then decrease rapidly to the shutdown level with the
power at time t equal to:

In the above A is the decay constant ofthe delayed neutron precursors.

The two formulae given above for the power at time t are obviously different. The difference
between them however is less than 1% ifthe absolute value ofdk is greater than 0.020 that
is ifmore than 20 mk ofnegative reactivity is inserted into the reactor. This is usually the
case in the event ofan emergency shutdown also known as a reactor trip or reactor scram.
It is important to note that no matter how fast the reactor trip the power will take a finite time
to decay due to the effect ofthe delayed neutrons.

SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS

The delayed neutrons also influence the reactor under shutdown conditions. The six delayed
neutron precursor groups have different half-lives and different yields. The first group has
a relative yield ofonly 4%, that is, its yield is 4% ofthe delayed neutron fraction of0.007
but it has a half-life of 55 seconds. By plotting the decay curves of the various groups
assuming a given number, say 1000, of delayed neutrons it is evident that after about 80
seconds the first group dominates and after twice that time is the only group of any
consequences still producing delayed neutrons. While the reactor is shut down this decay

. process continues and some neutrons are always present since the decay curve is asymtotic.

Both Uranium-235 and Uranium-238 are naturally unstable and decay mainly by a-particle
emission. Both also fission spontaneously giving offneutrons in the process. Any fuel, even
unused fuel, produces small numbers of neutrons. Highly enriched Uranium-235 has the
potential ofihitiating a runaway neutron chain reaction from these free neutrons ifa critical
mass is created. When storing nuclear fuel therefore precautions must be taken to avoid
creating a critical configuration. This is particular important when handling highly enriched
fuel for research reactors or nuclear weapons.

Furthermore in heavy water moderated reactors, such as the CANDU, neutrons can be
created by the interaction ofhigh energy y-rays with the deuterium atoms:
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The y-rays must have an energy greater than 2.2 MeV. Certain fission products produce y
rays with energies in excess ofthis value. The half-life ofthese fission products is 15 days.
After a reactor has been shut down neutrons continue to be produced from this reaction for
a considerable period.

There are therefore three main sources of neutrons within a nuclear reactor after shutdown:

Spontaneous Fission

Uranium-235:
Uranium-238

0.3 disintegrations I second per kg
6.9 disintegrations I second per kg

Decay of Delayed Neutron Precursors

Delayed neutron fraction
Relative yield ofGroup 1
Half-life ofGroup 1

Photo-neutron Emission

=0.007
=0.04
= 55 seconds

2H1 + °Yo = IH1 + 1110
y-ray energy> 2.2 MeV
Half-life ofy-ray producers = 15 days

SOURCE MULTlPLICATlON

From the neutron sources described above there are always a number ofstray neutrons being
produced in a nuclear reactor even when shut down. These neutrons can cause fission in
fissile fuel thus producing more neutrons and establishing a chain reaction. When the reactor
is shut down the neutron multiplication factor k is less than unity.

This means that the chain reaction will decay but in the meantime other stray neutrons will
start new chain reactions. The result is that, along with the stray neutrons, there will fission
neutrons so that the total number of neutrons will be greater than would arise from the
neutron sources only. The factor by which the total number ofneutrons is greater than the
number of source neutrons is known as the subcritical multiplication factor.
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The subcritical multiplication factor can be detennined by imagining that the source
contributes a fixed number ofsource neutrons to each generation offission neutrons. Source
neutrons are continually added but fission neutrons are continually lost due to the value of
k being less than unity. Ultimately a balance is reached with a steady number of neutrons
S. somewhat greater than the number ofsource neutrons So' The relationship between these
and the value ofk is given by

Here S. is the number ofneutrons per second measured by instrumentation in the reactor
and So is the number ofneutrons per second being produced from the neutron sources. S.
is equivalent to the neutron power ofthe reactor.

RATE LOG POWER

Neutron power in a nuclear reactor is usually measured on a iogarithmic scale since the range
ofneutron density from shut down to full load conditions spans several decades. The rate
log is defined as the change in log power per unit time. This is equal to the inverse of the
reactor period 1:.

Rate Log = I / 1:

Usually the rate log is represented by logarithms to the base 10 while the rate log determined
from the period is given by logarithms to the base e. Within the instrumentation circuitry
therefore an appropriate conversion must be made by applying a factor of2.3026.

POWER TRANSIENTS

It is evident that the measured neutron power is greater than the source neutron power by the
subcritical multiplication factor since neutron power P is Proportional to number ofneutrons
pe:second.

P =-P /~k_ 0
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Under subcritical conditions k is less than unity and 6k is negative. As 6k becomes smaller
the subcritical multiplication factor becomes larger and the number of neutrons grows. Also
the number ofgenerations for the number ofneutrons to stabilize at a new value increases
so that the neutron power rises rapidly at first and then levels off at the new equilibrium
value. When the reactor becomes critical the neutron power does not level off but goes on
increasing since k is unity and So is finite in value. In a real nuclear reactor So is so small as
to be insignificant and perturbations cause the control system to vary k slightly above and
below unity.

When a reactor is tripped and held in the shut down condition with a significant value of
negative reactivity the neutron power decays initially according to the relations previously
developed:

(Po = initial reactor power)

PI = PI e°l.'

This continues only up to the point where the power is ~ual to the source neutron power
multiplied by the subcritical multiplication factor:

(Po = source neutron power)

From this point on the reactor power is governed by the decay ofthe source neutrons which
in a CANDU reactor is governed by the half-life of the high energy y-ray emirting fission
products. The difference between P_ and Po is determined by the value ofk.

Since a CANDU reactor has a strong source of photo-neutrons the value of P_ remains
sufficiently high to be measured on the reactor instrumentation for about three months after
being put into the shut down condition. This facilitates restarting oftlte reactor. In other
reactors which do not use heavy water the neutron flux very soon falls below the threshold
at which it can be read by the instrumentation. In these reactors a start-up source is use.d to
permit proper monitoring ofthe neutron flux. A suitable start-up source can be made using
Beryllium-9 and an isotope giving offy-rays with a strength greater than 1.6 MeV.

Such sources are inserted into nuclear reactors on start-up, particular the initial start-up, to
ensure that a high enough neutron flux is obtained to be able to be read on the reactor
instrumentation.
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DECAY HEAT

The neutron power after shutting down the reactor produces some heat. After a very short
period of time however significantly more heat is produced from the fission products. As
these decay the heat production decreases but remains an important factor for a long time
afterwards. For a 600 MW (electrical) CANDU unit such as Point Lepreau about 1 MWof
heat would be produced after about a year in the shut down condition.

XENON TRANSIENTS

In a nuclear reactor during the fissioning ofthe fuel a range of fission products is produced.
The relative yield ofeach ofthese fission products varies with the type offissile material and
the energy ofthe neutrons. Generally Uranium-235 is fissioned by thermal neutrons and it
is the relative yield offission products from this reaction that dominates. Ofthe many fission
products t.~at are produced most are unstable and decay to other nuclides. Most of these
daughter nuclides are not neutron absorbers since they have decayed from fission products
with an excess ofneutrons. A few however end up as strong neutron absorbers and this is
detrimental to the continuation of the fission chain reaction. Xenon-135 is the mosi
important neutron absorbing nuclide produced as a result ofthe fission process. Xenon-135
is produced directly as a fission product and also as a daughter ofIodine-135, another fission
product. Xenon-135 being a strong neutron absorber soon transmutes to Xenon-136 a stable
nuclide which is a very weak neutron absorber.

The result ofthe above in an operating reactor is the production ofIodine-135 and Xenon
135 due to the fission process, the decay ofIodine-135 to Xenon-135 by p-particle emission,
the burnup or transmutation of Xenon-135 to Xenon-136 by neutron absorption and the
decay ofXenon-135 to Cesium-135 by p-particle emission. This leads to various transients
determined by the decay and burnup rates ofthe different nuclides. The burnup rate in turn
depends upon the neutron flux level or reactor power level. This complicated process can
however be analysed mathematically ifthe decay constants, relative yields and cross sections
are known. These values are fixed and well known:

For Iodine-135: fission yield YI = 0.063
half-life tl/2 = 6.7 h
decay constant AI = 0.104 h·1

decay constant AI = 2.87 x 10-5 S-I

For Xenon-135: fission yield Yxe = 0.003



half-life
decay constant
decay constant
cross-section

t l /2 = 9.2 h
Axe = 0.075 h-I
Axe = 2.09 X 10-5 S-I

axe = 3.5 X 106 b
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The mathematical equations may be derived by considering the build-up and decay ofboth
Iodine-135 and Xenon-135 and noting that the decay oftile fonner contributes to the build-up
ofthe latter.

The Iodine-135 builds up from its own fission yield and decays according to its half-life.
The rate ofchange ofIodine-135 is thus given by:

Here the macroscopic cross section ~f and the neutron flux <I> give the total number of fuel
nuclei fissioned. Multiplying this by the fission yield YI gives the number ofIodine-135
nuclei produced.

The Xenon-135 builds up from its own fission yield in t.l].e same way as the Iodine-135 and
also from the decay oflodine-135. It decays according to its half-life and is also burned up
by the neutron flux <1>. The rate ofchange ofXenon-135 is thus given by:

Here the microscopic cross sectiona. multiplied by the neutron flux <I> and the number of
nuclei Nxe gives the number of nuclei destroyed. For a typical operating reactor the
dominant terms are AI N1 and aaXe Nx. <I> showing that most Xenon is derived from decay of
Iodille-135 and lost by burnup due to the neutron flux.

At equilibrium when the rate ofchange ofeach has stabilised the two equations may each be
set to zero. The first equation gives the following:

0= Yl ~f<l> IA1N1eq

Nleq=YI~f<l>1 AI

The second equation gives, with substitution from the first equation, the following:
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NXeeq = (Yxe + y,) :Er 4> / (A.Xe + a. Xe 4»

The whole process may be modelled by using a water level analogy where water accwnulates
in two tanks representing Iodine-135 and Xenon-135. Overall inflow is controlled by a valve
representing the neutron flux as is the major outflow from the second tank. Outflows
representing decay are not controlled but vary according to the level in the tank. Ifdrawn
to scale this mod::! allows the process to be easily visualised and any transients ca.'l be
qualitatively analysed.

XENON REACTIVITY TRANSIENTS

The rise and fall ofthe concentration ofXenon-135 in a nuclear reactor has a profound efff"-ct
on its operation. As the Xenon-l35 concentration increases neutrons are absorbed and
reactivity adjustments must be made to maintain a self sustaining nuclear chain reaction. In
order to maintain the neutron multiplication factor k at unity positive reactivity must be
added to compensate for the negative reactivity effect ofthe Xenon-135. Under steady state
conditions in a CANTIU reactor the Xenon-135 builds up to a concentration which is
equivalent of adding 28 rnk of negative reactivity. The control systew..5 must be able to
compensate for this by adding an equivalent amount ofpositive reactivity and still maintain
an adequate margin for control due to normal purtlh-iJations.

Consider a nuclear reactor trip from the full load condition and asswne that it remains in the
shut down state for an extended period. The Xenon-135 will build up rapidly due to the
decay of Iodine-135 and lack of neutron flux to bum up the Xenon-135. Eventually the
Xenon-135 will disappear due to its decay. The sudden build up of Xenon-135 can
overwhelm the capabilities of the control system due to the addition of so much negative
reactivity. At the peak of the Xenon-135 concentration the amount of negative reactivity
added in a CANDU reactor is approximately 125 mk. This occurs some 10 hours ~.fter the
reactor trip. The high concentration ofXenon-135 in the reactor makes it impossible to
restart after about 40 minutes in the shut down condition. Some 40 hours must elapse before
the Xenon-135 concentration decays to a value which can be overcome by the positive
reactivity capabilities ofthe control system. This is a major constraint in the operation of
nuclear reactors. For partial load reductions the transient is not nearly as severe as there is
a high enough neutron flux to burn offthe excess Xenon-135. In the event ofexternal faults
efforts are made to keep the nuclear reactor on a partial load to avoid a forced shut down due
to Xenon poisoning. This can be done by maintaining a load ofabout 60% on the reactor and
dumping excess steam to the turbine condenser while the fault is corrected on the steam
turbine, electrical generator or electrical system. If the fault requires a long time to fix, the
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reactor will be tripped and allowed to poison out. Naturally any faults on the reactor itself
will necessitate an immediate reactor trip.

In the event ofan increasc in load the opposite will happen. The burnup ofXenon-135 due
to the increased neutron flux will effectively create excess positive reactivity in the reactor
core. This is not a problem as the control systems are designed to have a big negative
reactivity margin.

In large reactors such as the gas cooled reactors lmd very large CANDU reactors t.~e Xenon
135 concentration may oscillate in different parLS ofthe reactor while the net powcr output
remains steady. The concentration ofXenon-135 may increase on one side while decreasing
on the other side creating ajlux tilt. The danger ofthis is that, in areas ofhigh local neutron
flux, the fuel may be overrated beyond the safe power level. This can result in fuel
overheating and damage.

SAMARIUM BUILD-UP

In a nuclear reactor one of the fission products is Neodymium-149 which decays to
Promethium-149 by 13-particle emission and then to Samarium-149 again by 13-particle
emission. Samarium-149 is stable and, like Xenon-135, a neutron absorber. The half-life
ofPromethium-149 is 53 hours so that build up is a relatively slow process. Furthennore
Samarium-149 is not as strong II neutron absorber as Xenon-135 and does not have as great
an effect. It is also not burnt-up so readily. The overall effect on the reactor is to impose a
small pennanent negative reactivity effect ofabout 5 mk. Some 300 hours after a reactor trip
and continued shutdown conditions the negative reactivity effect builds up to about 15 mk.
The time scale for this is so much longer than that for Xenon-135 that it is of little
consequence in normal operation. The pennanent build-up ofSamarium-149 however does
influence the overall reactivity effect of the fuel and must be taken into account when
determining reactivity capabilities ofnew and used fuel or when refuelling the reactor.

FUEL BURN-UP

During operation fissile fuel such as Uranium-235 burns up continuously and eventually
reaches a point wheu it is so depleted that it cannot sustain a nuclear chain reaction. At this
time the fuel is replaced with new fuel and the process continued. As the Uranium-235 is
burned up, fission products build up in the fuel and some ofthese are neutron absorbers. On
the other hand some Uranium-238 is converted into Plutonium-239 by neutron absorption
and two successive 13-particle emissions:
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238U + In - 23'" T92 "''''0 - - U92

239U - 239>.'p + oR92 - ~ 1" 93 1"-1

The depletion of fissile uranium and the creation of plutonium can be represented
rnathernatically.

The destruction ofUraniu"'n-235 is given by the following

dN._235/dt = - <jJ 0 N U-235

Nt.-235 = No U-235 eoO '" t

The build up ofPlutoniuin-239 is given by the following:

The destruction of Plutonium-239 is given by the following if decay is considered to be
negligible.

The net change ofPlutonium-239 is then:

Ntp.'239 = Neq Pu-239 [l - e'· '" t]

The equilibrium value ofPlutonium-239 may be found by setting the rate ofchange dN/dt
equal to zero, The net change ofPlutonium-239 can then be determined:

The Plutonium-239 builds up quite rapidly at first Sorne ofit absorbs neutrons in two stages
to becorne Plutonium-241, another fissile fuel, but the concentration of that never reaches
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significant proportions within the Honnal fuel life time. Initially the build up ofPlutonium
239 actually causes an increase in the reactivity ofthe core. This is due to its higher fission
cross section as well as the greater number ofneutrons produced per fission when compared
with Uranium~235. Ultimately the depletion of Uranium-235 and the build up of fission
products in the reactor causes a decrease in the reactivity ofthe core. In a CANDU reactor
fuel is removed from the reactor when roughly one halfto two thirds ofL'le Uranium-235 has
been consumed.

The effect of fuel burnup on the reactivity of the reactor is prinlarily through factor 1] the
number ofneutrons emitted per neutron absorbed.

11 = V ~f fuel / ~a fuel

As the fuel is burned up ~ffuel decreases and as fission products accumulate ~a fuel increases.
The overall effect is that 11 decreases with time. The effects of Samarium-149 and
Plutonium-239 can however be seen. At the very beginning there is a drop in" due to the
build up ofSamarium-l49 a neutron absorber. Somewhat later but still early in the fuel cycle
the value of 11 increases and reaches a peak due to the fonnation ofPlutonium-239.-

APPROACH TO CRITICALITY

When a nuclear reactor is started up from the shut down condition the neutron flux level has
to be increased by several orders ofmagnitude. In the shut down condition the neutron flux
is determined by the intensity ofthe neutron sources and the subcritical multiplication factor.
The value ofthe neutron mLl1tiplication factor k is substantially less than unity and the reactor
is subcritical. In starting up the reactor the value ofk is adjusted to bring it to unity making
the reactor critical and capable ofsustaining a continuous fission chain reaction. In so doing
the subcritical multiplication factor increases the neutron flux level since Ak becomes smaller
and smaller.

S =-S /Ak
~ 0

Two interesting aspects arise from this. Firstly, as Ak approaches zero, the measured neutron
flux S~ theoretically goes to infinity. This is obviously not practical since critical conditions
must be established at a measurable neutron flux level. The real situation is that Ak can only
be measured and controlled to a certain degree ofaccuracy. Once this limit has been reached
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slight purturbations cause control system responses that mask the actual of~k and the reactor
can be considered to be oscillating very slightly above and below criticality. Under these
conditions the reactor is considered to be critical with the average value ofk equal to unity.
Secondly, since the value ofthe source neutron flux So can be very small the nuclear reactor
can become critical at any power level once the slightly oscillating conditions just described
have been achieved. The net result is that, during reactor startup, criticality C81l be reached
at any power level and there is no direct indication ofwhen criticality is achieved.

A further compiication is that, even though a nuclear reactor may be shut down by inserting
a known lUllount ofnegative reactivity the reactivity within the reactor may change with time
due to the build up or decay of fission products. This means that one cannot simply restart
a reactor by inserting an amount of positive reactivity equal to the amount of negative
reactivity inserted to shut it down.

Approach to criticality is thus a deiicate manoeuvre as if an approach to a moving and
invisible target was being made. At every step therefore an assessment has to made as to
how tilT from criticality the reactor ".ctually is. Each step must also be small enough so that
if the point ofcriticality is overshot the reactor does not become prompt critical when in the
supercritical range. This means that~kmust not be more than Pthe delayed neutron fraction
which is approximately equal to 0.007 for uranium fuel.

It is obvious that a reactor cannot be brought to the critical condition in very small steps so
that ~k never approaches +0.007 from a shut down state where ~k may be somewhere
around -0.90. A suitable procedure must therefore be devised and rigorously applied to
ensure safety of the reactor during these manoeuvres.

NUCLEAR REACTOR STARTUP

When starting up a nuclear reactor neutron counters are required to measure the neutron
density or neutron flux in the reactor. These instruments are usually situated on the side of
the reactor but other removable ones may be inserted into the core ofthe reactor when raising
power from very low levels when the neutron flux cannot be detected by the normal
instrumentation. The count rate on the instruments is a measure of the reactor power.

While ~k has a large negative value a change in reactivity will be reflected quickly on the
instruments as the fission chain reactions initiated by the source neutrons die away rapidly
since the value ofk is far below unity. Following an insertion ofsome positive reactivity the
reactor power will rise quickly to a new equilibrium value. When however ~k has a small
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negative value and k is very close to unity the reactor will respond very much more slowly.
In L'lese circumstances the fission chain reactions initiated by the source neutrons persist for
many generations. Following insertion ofsome positive reactivity the reactor power will rise
slowly but more significantly and take much long to settle at its new equilibrium value.
When the reactor becomes critical due to the insertion ofadditional positive reactivity the
reactor power will rise steadily and continuously without levelling off at an equilibrium
value. Since thc reactor will be very slightly supercritical the power will in fact rise
exponentially. If the power is plotted on a chart recorder as was the case for the very first
nuclear reactor at Chicago University it is evident from the plot when criticality is achieved.
Generally such a crude mechanism ofmonitoring the approach to criticality is not suitable
for commercial reactors. By analysing carefully what happens during the approach to
criticality it is possible to derive a more positive and safer method.

Consider an example where a reactor has been shut down for a few days with -100 mk (~k

= - 0.1) of reactivity. Assume that the predominant source ofneutrons is by photoneutron
action. If this photoneutro:l power is 0.001% (0.00001) of full reactor power then the
measured reactor power is:

P~=-Pol ~k=O.OOOI (0.01%)

If it is assumed that the measured reactor power P~ is doubled at each step then various
parameters such as k and ~k can be calculated to show their changes. The count rate can be
assumed to be proportional to the measured neutron flux S~ and the inverse count rate
determined. The results ofthis power doubling at each step can be summarised as follows:

• The value ofk progresses halfway to unity at each step.

• The reactivity added at each step to double the power deceases.

• The sou,'"CC power Po becomes an insignificant fraction ofthe measured power
p~.

• The inverse ofthe count rate decreases towards zero.

These changes may be plotted graphically. A plot ofpower versus steps to critical is linear.
This is not useful since the reactor can go critical at any power. A plot ofk versus steps to
critical shows an asymtotic approach to the critical condition where k is equal to unity. This
shows clearly that reactivity should be added in smaller and smaller steps as the reactor
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approaches criticality since small reactivity changes near criticality will effect large changes
in reactor power. It is as if the reactor becomes ultra sensitive as criticality is approached:
The most useful plot however is inverse ofcount rate versus reactivity added. This shows
that criticality is achieved when the inverse of count rate becomes zero. The plot is linear
enabling the amount ofreactivity to be added to achieve criticality to be easily determined.

In starting up a reactor with an unknown amount ofnegative reactivity, that is, an unknown
shut down value for k a plot ofinverse count rate versus reactivity added is made. Reactivity
is gradually added lmtil the power has doubled. When far from critical conditions the
response is quick and the reactivity required to achieve this doubling of power can be
determined easily. To reach critical conditions would now require an equal amount of
reactivity to be added since any doubling ofpower requires the addition ofhalf the reactivity
that would be required to go directly to critical conditions. To be conservative however a
lesser amount ofreactivity is added and a new point plotted. Should the curve not be linear
this would avoid a possible excursion into the snpercritical region. With each measurement
and plotted point the exact point ofcriticality can be more accu.-ately predicted. In this way
a nuclear reactor can be safely started up.

It should be noted that reactivity can be related to the adjustment ofvarious control devices.
Control rods for example have a certain reactivity worth as does a certain concentration in
the moderator ofa soluble neutron absorber such as boron. The inverse count rate can thus
be plotted directly against control rod position or boron concentration. Non-linearities in the
count rate curve arise due to non-linear neutron absorption characteristics which is why
several predictions of the point ofcriticality are desirable.

The numerical examples ofapproach to critical show the effect ofnot rounding offthe values
ofk. It appears that the reactor will never go critical if the calculations are done with a high
enough degree of accuracy. In practice the control and instrumentation systems cannot
match this degree ofaccuracy and the reactor becomes critical once it enters the dead band
ofthe control system.

The effect ofan extended shut down period when the source neutron power has decayed to
a value of only 0.000 0 I% is also shown. The effect ofthis is that the reactor goes critical
at a correspondingly low value ofmeasured reactor power.

The numerical examples also show the extreme range required in the measuring
instrumentation. Neutron flux ranges over some 15 decades while most instruments can only
cover about 5 decades. There are thus instruments in several positions where the neutron
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flux is different so that, as the power changes, different instruments can be used to measure
the power. Most instruments are duplicated or triplicated to ensure sufficient redundancy.
Often a reactor signal is validated only if two out of three instruments give consistent
readings.
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